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• Executive Summary.
Dade County (Florida) experiences severe congestion on its roadways, and has been
classified as the fourth most coogested urhatl area in the United States. Due to scarcity of
funding to build new highways and widen the existing roadways to meet demand, policy
makers in Dade County must look for innovative alternatives to minimize the congestion.
Onesucb innovative solution is the deployment oflnteractive Traveler Information Stations (ITIS) or kiosks. These kiosks are designed to increase overall mobili\y in the area
by using the latest technology to better inform all travelers regarding available transportation altematives. Ifdesigned properly, kiosks can enhance mobility in numerous ways,
including: increased transit usage, increased awareness of and use of transportation demand management(TDM) strategies, and improving atld shortening trips. Additionally,
as patt of the Miami Urbanized' Area Metropolitan Planning Organization's (MPO's)
mission to iucl'ease public involvement in transportation decision making, information
regarding proposed transportation projects will be available on the kiosk. Kiosk users will
be invited to comment, via the kiosk, on these proposed projects.
The primary objective ofthe !TIS (or kiosks) in Dade Coun\y is to provide better information to travelers in the trip decision making process in order to increase overall mobility in the area.
At the outset of this project a steering committee was formed. This steering committee
consisted ofrepresentatives of the agencies that would be providing information for the
kiosk. agencies that owned the potential kiosk sites, the MPO, and from the general
public. This committee proved essential due to the data-intensive, multi-agency nature of
this project.
Literature on kiosk projects across North America was gathered and then screened for
kiosk projects that disseminated information similar to !tat planned for the Dade County
kiosk project. These project leaders we.re contacted by telephone for further information
and several projects were investigated first hand by CUTR staff. These contacts provided a great deal ofvital information, ineludingmany lessons learned, impottant features
and information to include on the kiosk, and what to avoid.
Using irtformation from other kiosk projects as a guide, the specific needs of Dade
County were investigated. This htvolved an examination of the data tbat should be in-

ill

eluded in some form on the kiosk, what data are readily available, how these data should
be presented to potential users (in both form and sequence), and where to acquire these
data. R<>sults of this investigation included a potential menu sequence, data elements to
be included under each menu, and format for these data.
Next, the use of selling advertising on the kiosks as their sole funding source was examined. Capital cost for five kiosks (including one at the airport that will be purchased by
the aviation department}, including equipment, hardware, software, programming, and
installation, is estimated to be under $100,000. However, this does not include any support, updates, or maintenance from the vendor. Over tbe 3.5 year suggested life of this
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project, these costs could amount to approximately $144,000, for a total investment of
approximately $240,000.
Predicting potential advertising revenue from the kiosks is impossible to do with any
certainty. However, using data obtained from a kiosk system already install.ed in several

Dade County hotels and advertising revenues achieved by other kiosk systems around
the country, CUTR cstim.ated potential advertising revenue to be approximately $200,000.
At the same time, many difficulties with the use of advertisiog were discovered. After
examining its options, the JviPO decided to attempt to fund tlte kiosk project solely
through revenue from advertisements on the kiosk. This will require the exploration of
innovative public-private partnerships between theMPO, a kiosk vendor, and advertisers. For this reason, the JviPO is not limiting the number ofkiosks tnatare to be installed,
and will invite vendors to suggest the number ofkiosks to install.
An examination of the specific hardware and software requirements ofthe kiosk system
was then undertaken. Current computer and communication technology has advanced to
the point where off-the-shelf, general consumer quality equipment can adequately perform aU th.e operations required from the kiosk. The separate request for proposals
(RFP) for this kiosk stipulates both.a minimum acceptable speed for the kiosk computer
and a maximum allowable delay between when a user selects an item and when the item
is displayed. The technological aspects ofthis kiosk will not present a problem due to the
advances in this area. Additionally, the RFP stipulates that kiosk components will meet
current Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements. Therefore, ifa vendor can
be found to install and maintain these kiosks, dte MPO now has this guide to reference
for all aspects ofthe kiosk.
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• Interactive Transportation
Information Stations •
•Introduction
Traffic congestion impedes personal mobility and economic development, as well as
worsens air quality and increases the consumption of energy rcsow·ces. The Dade County
(Florida) area experiences severe congestion on its roadways, and has been estimated to
be the fourth most congested urban area in the United States.1Due to scarcity of funding
for building new highways and widening th.e mdsting roadways to meet demand,
policymakers in the Dade Count)c area must look for innovative alternatives to minimize
the congestion.
The Miami Urbanized Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (hereafter referred to aJ;
the MPO) is charged v.ith planning ttansportation initiatives and projects to meet the
demand placed on the area's transportation infrastructltre. As part of this plalllling, the
l'viPO contracted the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) to examine the
pote.ntial procu.rement and use ofluteractive Trauspo1tation Information Stations (ITIS,
also known as kiosks) in the Dade County area. This report details the findings of CUTR 's
investigation of !TIS, including lessons learned from the !TIS projects under way and
completed around the United States, a careful examination of what information will be
most needed by users of Dade County ITIS, detailed
specifications for the !TIS, the issues surrounding advertising revenue from the ITIS, and recommendations
fortheMPO.
In this project, "travelers" refers to those people living
in and/or traveling through Dade County. This is a broad
user group with a wide range of information needs. If
the kiosk does not give these travelers timely, accurate,
and useful information, the travelers wiU ignore d1e entire kiosk program. Kiosks have an advantage over other
communication forms in that they can pass a great
amount of precisely-directed information to the trav-
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eler. The major challenge with kiosks is the need to gain acceptance from, and to be used
by, the traveling public.

• Objectives
The primary objective of the kiosks in Dade County is to provide better information to
travelers in the trip decisionmaking process to increase overall mobility in tbe area. T11is
will be accomplishod by using the latest technology to better inform all travelers regarding
available transpottation alternatives. Ifdesigned properly, kiosks can enhance mobility in
numerous ways, including:
• Increased transit usage. If travelers have access to transit schedules, fares, routemaps, information regarding transit use, and real-time transit infonnation, then

they will be more likely to use transit instead of their automobile.
• lncreasod awareness of and use of transportation demand management (TOM)
strategies. With access to information such as the benefits ofTDM and car/
vanpools in a commuter~s area, commuters may choose to participate in a
commute mode other d1an their single occupancy vehicle.
• Improved tripmaking. If travelers have accurate infonnationon how best to get

from point A to point B, this will reduce driving stress and travel time and help
alleviatecongestion.
Aside from reducing the vehicle miles of travel (VMT) in the Dade County area and
thereby improving mobility, the kiosk has two additional objectives. First, as part of the
MPO's mission to improve transportation, information regarding proposed transportation
projects and all modes of transportation will be available. This will include screens that
illustrate the currem transportation infrastructure and planned future developments, con·
cepts, and proje.cts. Kiosk users will be invited to comment, via the kiosk. on tl1ese
proposed projects as well as any specific concerns they may have regarding issues like
safety and hurricane evacuation infOrmation.
Second, tourism is a vital part of Dade County' s economy. Therefore, a goal of the kiosk
is to be a valuable source of information to tourists, reducing stress and increasing their
ability to do more during their s~ay. This will contribute.to their overall enjoyment of the
Dade County area.

• Kiosks/Interactive Transportation Information Stations
In this report, "kiosk" refers to a device like the one in Figure 1. At a minimum. a kiosk
consists ofa computer, software, a touch screen monitor, and a shell or housing. A kiosk
c.an also have speakers, a printer, a telephone, a modem, and a magnetic strip card reader.

2
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Its primary purpose is to relay information stored on the computer to the user through the
touch screen monitor and speakers. Interactive traveler information stations are kiosks
that contain information focused on transportation.

Kiosks offer several advantages over other forms ofinforma9on dissemination: they are
relatively inexpensive, they are easily updated since they can receive real-time infonnation, they display and print the exact information the user needs, they operate continuously 24 hours a day, and they can be interactive to the point where users
can provide feedback on the system itself.

• KioskSteeringCommittee
Atthe outset ofthis project, a steering committee was formed. This steering committee proved instrumental in providing critical infomlation to the
researchers and keeping the entire project focused and on track. The steering
committee consisted of representatives ofthe agencie$that would be providing information forthekiosk, agencies that owned the potential kiosk
sites, the MPO, and the general public. These agencies included:

1 Miami Urbanized Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
• Greater Miami Convention·and Visitors l3ureau
• Dade Cotutty' s Information Technology Department
• Tri-County Commuter Rail Authority (fri-Rail)
• Civic Center Transportation l'vtanagement Organization

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sea Port Department
Aviation Department
Florida Department of Transportation, Turnpike District
FloridaDepartmentof Transportation, District 6
Metro-Dade Transit Agency (MDTA)
Citizens Transportation Advisory Committee

Figure 1: Typical kiosk I ITIS .
Oocated at Washington, D.C.'s National Airport)

Several of these agencies have produced or are producing Internet sites that contain
much of the· information the l'vfl>O's kiosk will require. MOTA is also developing information kiosks to be deployed at trausit transfer stations.lt was, therefore, important to
tap into this pool of information and experience and to keep well informed regarding the
other informatioo dissemh1ation projects occurring att!'e same time.
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• Kiosk Projects in the United States
Background research on existing kiosk projects was conducted during late 1996 and
early 1997 and started with searches through Intemetand library databases. The search
was limited to kiosk systems in the U.S. and Canada that disseminate infonnation on
transportation, traffic conditions, transit routes and schedules, and tourism. The .1iterature gathered was screened for kiosk projects that disseminated information similar to
that planned for the Dade County kiosk project. l'roject leaders of the screened kiosk
projects were contacted by telephone and provided a great deal of information, including
additional contacts, and this infonnation is sununarized in this report.

• Atlanta Advanced Traveler Information system (A11S) Kiosk Project
The Atlanta ATIS project (called TraveLink) includes more than I 00 kiosks, the largest

in the U.S., located throughout Georgia, with a high concentration in the Atlanta area.
The ATIS is maintain.ed by GeorgiaNet, a separate State of Georgia department formed
by the Georgia State Legislatnre. "GeorgiaNetis the state's on·lin.e resource authority for
all public, authorized information made available to the citizens ofGeorgia and the world."'
Information available through this authority includes the full text of current legislative
session bills, motor vehicle records, and the Secretary of State's Corporation listing.
Having this corporation affiliated with the kiosk project greatly increases the scope of
possible infoimation available on th.e kiosks in the future.
Tlte Georgia Department of Transportation's Advanced Traffic Management System
(AI'MS) project and the Federal Highway Administration's Georgia Travel Showcase
provide the necessary information to the kiosks
through GeorgiaNet. Table I shows the informs·
tion provided on the kiosks. Figure 2 illustrates
the user friendly opening screen for this kiosk.
The kiosks are instaUed in:
• MARTAsrations
• interstate bus tenninals

Atlanta ATIS
Key Recommendations

•

Provide seem

majntenance acce.s.s codes.
•

Unk adverllsing revenue
to mainlf!tiQIIU.

•

Chooselclo5IC/oartions

coreftJI/y,forpotenlial
usage and s<reen glare.

• commuter airports

• Olympic ViUage area
• major hospitals

• State and local government office buildings
• DOT rest areas

• Cobb Community transit station
• Hartsfield Airport
• major hotels
• the 0 lympic Games sites
• major shopping areas
• welcome centers
• major Atlanta employment centers

Figure 2: opening screen ofthe ll"aveUnk Ktosk
(Source; Informational bro<hureproduwlbyGeoipiaN<t)
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GeorgiaNet 0\1\'llS and maintains the kiosks and is responsib le for organizing the funding
sources through various partnerships with private agencies after the Summer ' 96 Olym_·

pies. JHK& Associates designed the kiosks for the GeorgiaNet. The software used is called
Authorware. and an annual licence fee is charged for its use. Base maps fo1·the system were

provided b)' NavTech. The weather information is supplied by the Weather Channel for
a fee.
The Georgia Tech Research lnstitllle (GTRl) is conducting an extensive evaluation oftbe
AT!S. The most critical part of the evaluation is user acceptance of the kiosks. GTRJ is
attempting to determine what percentage of people passing by a kiosk use it, how many
find it useful, and how many plan to act o n information received from the kiosk. Til is is
being done by interviewing people on site and, to date, kiosk users have been very
receptive to interviewers.
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Tnrerestingly, kiosks in rest areas along the highway have shown the most use. lnformation on kiosk use also is gathered continuously as all use is recorded at a central processor. Discussion was heldaboutwbethertoincludean interview sereen on the kiosk, but it
was felt that too few people would use it without a significant incentive (for example,
restaurant coupons printed by the kiosk printer). However, this incentive has the potential to greatly skew the results ofthe survey as people who simply want the coupon may
spend their time raJ\domly filli.ug in multiple sut\•eys.
Additionally, scroon glare was found to be a problem at many of the kiosk sites. In one
case, at Underground Atlanta, it was impossible to see the infonnation on the kiosk
screen iftbo sun was out. Another problem was fixing minor software glitches and printer
jnms.lt was found to be ve-ry beneficial to have someone on site net as the maintenance

person in charge of the kiosk. Placement location of the kiosks was also critical, as some
hotels would partially hide the kiosks for aesthetic reasons, severely limiting their usage.
1\vo interesting features ofthe Atlanta kiosks were a secret maintenanoo access code and
a slot that can ae<:ept magnetic strip cards like a credit card or bank card. The mainteoance code allows someone to ex.it the normal kiosk operating mode and access the

software and program part of the kiosk, including features such as turning off all kiosk
sounds. In the future, the kiosks may be used for a •nultitude of additional purposes,
including the purchase of event tickets and ot11ertransactions tllat will require. payments.
Therefore, it may be· advantageous to include a place to insert credit or bank cards.
After the Olympics were completed and the kiosks bad become well established, the two
individuals primarily responsible for the kiosk project, one from Georgia DOT and one
from OeorgioNct, moved on to different jobs. Since that thnc there has been some

difficulty in obtaining the maintenance needed for the kiosks. This underscores the importance of having maintenance as an integral part of the initial kiosk contract. The
Miami Urbanized Area MPO will accomplish this indirectly since advertising revenue will
be used to fully fund the project and advertisers will pressure the kiosk vendor to per·
form the proper maintenance and upkeep of the kiosks.

• Port Authority of New York and New Jersey Kiosk Project
In tll.is J>roject, eight kiosks were installed in Kennedy lntemational and LaGuardia airports in tl1e Now York metropolitan area. Using an innovative contracting method, the
Port Authority had the kiosks installed and maintained by tl1e vendor free ofcharge. The
vendor was also in charge of updating the information. The vendor would receive advertising revenue to offset its costs. Although this was, financially, an excellent deal for d1e
Port Authority, d1ey have had some difficulties witl• the vendor responding quickly to
maintenance problems, possibly because the vendor is not paid directly by the Port
Authority. Possible remedies include setting a specific "maximum downtime" in the con·
tract to require the vendor to fix problems promptly and having the vendor's name
prominently displayed on the kiosk.

Port Authority
ofNY& NJ
Key Recommendations

•

lndudeodlsdalmer.

•

Be sure the ldo5kls eyecotdling while dearly
ronveylng Its purpo~.

•

AccommodateADA
requlrement.s.

•

Be sure the kiosk
responds quickly to user
inputs.

•

set sptdjicmaxlmum
aHowol* down tJmes for

lheklosl<.
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The kiosks were in operation since 1991 and recently completed the contract tin>e. The
Port Authoril)! recently issued another RFP for kiosks in their aitports. Near the beginning of the project, there were theft problems but they have been overcome. 'The stainless steel case securely holds the equipment and is easily cleaned.

• Los Angeles Smart Traveler Kiosks/California Smart Traveler

Project

Los Angeles
Key Recommendations
•

Tatget !he oppropri<lte

marlcel.
•

Morl<et the kiosks.

•

EsfDbllsh on-site
mointolners Of !he 1</o$1<.

Pay someone lo regularly
monflorlhe kiosks ona
lol<e core OJsmoff
piO/}/emsoslheyoccur.

•

PrOVIaeosetOj
lnformOIJonotserviCI!S
lhaforewmpollble.

•

Orlenllhe kiosks 10 lhe

novice. tess sophls1Jalf£d
users.

TI1e Smart Traveler Kiosks project started in 1992 with three kiosks as a pilot project
confined to the Interstate-I t 0 corridor in Los Angeles. This project was expanded to
serve as emergency transportation information providers after the Northridge Earthquake
that devastated the transportation infrastructure. After this expansion, tbe number of
kiosks in operation rose to 77.
The kiosks were installed in many different locations, including:
• Union Station (transit center in downtown L.A.)
• shopping malls
• grocerystores
• discount stores

• oftice buildings
• hospitals/libraries
The kiosks used laser disks to show transportation-related videos, printers to provide
users with hard copies of transit routes and personalized itineraries, and modems to
update the ioforrnation. Specifically, IBM PS/2 486 computers were used with IBM
85 16 touch screen monitors, Pioneer LDV-8000 laserdisk players, MagnaTek 40 column
printers and 19.2 KBaud modems. The total cost for these items for all 77 kiosks is
included in Table 2.
The total annual cost was examined over a five-year life cycle since this is the rypical
useful life of computer equipment, equaling $18,360 per kiosk annually. Estimates for
the unit cost of installing fewer kiosks range up to $29,350 annually when installing I0
kiosks. These costs were high, even for the time period when they were installed, and
now prices have dropped considerably. There were several cost cutting measures suge
gested in the evaluation report' that would significantly reduce the cost of the kiosks.
These measures included eliminating the multimedia (laser disk videos) capabilities and
removing the modem and direct phone line link. Suggestions included using a CD ROM
to store data instead.
Kiosk failures were also examined in depth. A failure includes any eventtbat results in all
or part of a kiosk becoming inoperable, from the kiosk power source being turned off to
a hardware malfunction. The contract called for a 91 percent kiosk availability rate, and
during the project the kiosks attained a 95 percent availabilil)! rate. The mean time
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between failures was I .52 mondts, but this high rate was
caused by a few problematic machines. The primary

problem was power intemtption to the kiosks. Many of
the problems were solved by simply rebooting the rna·
chines, and most repairs took less than one day. It was
discovered that there is a direct correlation.between the
failure rate of the kiosks and their usage. Failures were
not correlated to days in operdtiOn or time in use.
failures per kiosk=

1.75 + 0.0493 *average# uses per day
Themajorcategory of failure was "miscellaneous hard·
ware/software problems," accounting for 25 percent of
the total failures. More than half of these failures were
rectified by rebooting the kiosk computer. The second
major category was audio/video failure (at21 percent).
The screen getting stuck or "frozenn was the most common video failure, with rebooting the kiosk being the
most common remedy. Stuprisingly, loose or unplugged
power plugs accounted for 18 percent of total failures.
Moreover, !limed off power sources accounted for 13
percent ofthe total failures. Circuit problems amount to
9 percent of the failures, while printer failures, with the
printer running out of paper being the most common,
amounted to 8 percent of failures. Certain failure types
were concentrated at a few sites. For in•iance, only 14
sites produced 20 circuit failures, and only I 8 sites experienced 31 "power off" failures. More than 50 percent
of kiosks did not eKperience a failure during the study
period.
During this field test, the average kiosk was used 25 times
per day, wid1 a slight decrease in use over the length of the
program. This was achieved without any advertising or marketing. The busiest kiosks were at Union Station and .several shopping malls; the five least used kiosks included one at
City Hall, three in office buildings, and one in a grocery store
(see Table3). The average usage in office buildings was b)• far
the lowest, with only 5.4 uses per day.
Low usage at office locations is reasonable, for example,
given the re&>ularity of the commute trip. In addition, taking
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extra minutes to walk to the kiosk to check the freeway condi-

• Table 4: Average o-.liiy Usage
of Menu Items, Los Angeles •

tions map before leaving work is apparently not something most
commuters are inclined to do. Conversely, tourists have a great

smart Traveler Introduction (entry screen)

25.78

need for travel information, hence the high usage of kiosks at
Union Station and Burbank Airport. Our findings suggest that
usage is a function of the level of demand for new trip informa-

Main Menu

25.31

tion:'

AverogeOoflyUse

Command

How to use the kiosk

6.98

Current freeway conditions map
AbOui Caltrans (video)

4.81

Rldeshal'e/ carpool match nsHng

2.10

Rldesharlng lnfonnallon (Video)

1.33

Transit routes and schedules

5.08

MTA bus and train lnformaHon

5.15

2.87

One· interesting finding was that there was a direct correlation

between the percentage of users who choose Spanish and the
average number of uses per day. As the percentage of Spanish
speaking users rose, so did the number of transactions per day
The menu system for both ridesharing and some transit routing
options was considered ~~deep'' (meaning there were.many levels to go through to get to the end product). It was also neces-

sary for users to type in street and location names for these
options. Due to these two factors the successful use of these
options was small (see Table 4). Dade County's kiosk should provide maps users can
point to instead ofhaving to type in words. One menu itern users particularly liked was
the one showing road closures, incidents, a nd delays.

• Guidestar (Minneapolis)
"l11e Minnesota Travlink project was designed to encourage commuters to consider alternatives to single-occupant vehicle commutes, with the emphasis on public t ransit. The

Guldestar

demonstration project foc.used on disseminating real-time transit and traffic information

Key Recommendation

to users through computer on-line services, kiosks, e lectric signs, and display monitors.
T1·avlink had three interactive kiosks that were strategically placed in downtown Minne-

-

Cortfully Choose strategic

locafjons to cteploy the

apolis, one each at the Metropolitan Council Transit Operations (MCTO) Store, the

kiosks to ensure maximum

Commuter Connection Office, and the Government Center Complex.

usage.

The kiosks provided tourist, traffic condition~ and transit information. During the trial
pel'iod. kiosk use generally remained above 1~000 log-ons per mond•, with less use at the

very beginning of the period. "llte Government Center kiosk received the highest average
usage, with approximately 20 uses per day; the transit store had an average of approximately 17 Jogwons per day; and the commuter connection site average just Jess than 8 logM

ons per day. Kiosk information was updated through modem connections.
A survey conducted on kiosk users shows that 70 percent of the.users were male. Of the
surveyed uses, 65 percent found the kiosk easy to use. and 30.6 percent found it was
somewhat easy to use while only 4 percent did not find it easy to use. The most frequently accessed screens were the schedules and maps screen, the "How do I get there?"
screen. and incident and delay screen. The least frequently~accessed screen was the

screen for elderly and disabled services. Many users wanted additional features, such as
10
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the abi.lity to plan trips (How do I get from point "A» to point ''B"?) or thought kiosks
should be placed in more strategic locations (e.g_, at downtown bus stops).
These kiosks may soon be reused by the Minnesota DOT. They will be used to disseminate transit infonnation in a small Minnesota town.

• Rider/Ink (Seattle)
Riderlink was designed to help employers to meet the requirement of Washington State's
Commute Trip Reduction law by providing easy-to-access ioformation on a broad range
of transportation options, encouraging employees to try options other than commuting
alone. Riderlink disseminated traffic/transit information rltrough a World Wide Web
(WWW) site and interactive kiosks. While there are many other WW\V sites maintained
by other transit agencies, Riderlink may be the first to use the Internet to provide transit
information to kiosks.

.B.Iderllnk
Key Recommendation
•

Restricttllenumberof
lntvnet sites !hot tile
ldosl< am ~s.

Riderlink kiosks receive all information from a host server thai communicates with the Internet. ISDN connections are used to link
these kiosks to the host- Due to the cost of havi11g a continuous
ISDN connection, the conuection was only made after a user activated the kiosk, and the connection was lost after a specific period of
inactivity. In-house software prohibits users from browsing the Web
and they can get information from only two Web sites-the King
County Ridcstar site and tho Washington State Department of'Transportation (WSDOT) site. The kiosks were metal enclosures with a
personal computer, touch screen, standard keyboard, and laser printer
inside. Bacll kiosk costjust under $20,000.

(71J5 • 11/t$)

•.

Figure 3. Reque.ts for Riderlfnk main menus.
Ridcrlink is a joint project between King County Metro and the
~e:Riderlnk v.monstmfJon P10j«t E-nRfp<ltt.
Kings QxmtyDEporlmelll of'flansp<Jftotfon. FcCtuoty 1996}
Overtake Transportation Management Association (TMS), an organization made up of eight employers (I ,500 employees) in a
suburban office environment The project was funded by King County Metro, the FHWA,
and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA). Riderlink
provides electronic access to

ride-sharing and transit infor..

mation and is designed to increase awareness oftranspor[other: 3.0%

tation options while encour-

aging employees to try commuting ahernatlves to single..
Figure 4. Reasons for using Riderlink.
I$OcN<f:Rid<- D<moll5t10tiorJ Project EW111Gifon RfpO(t

~~OfpotfmfntctT~FeiJNOry 1996/

passenger auto trips. The
kiosks near the employeecafclerias were used, on average~

t1

• • •

.

lftWI'Odiw TrtlnJpot1Dtlon lnfwmatkmSrot/ons

~

6872

Rea~Jtn)e-aycon~ton .

2S84

ITtJS'ot~ns toM.a)o< Destlnallons

2448.

2152
>

. 1855

1686

..

1636

only I0 times per month. This is not surprising, as they are located
where they are mainly accessed by persons with set commutes who
do not need alternate route or transit information. They are also in a
less than ideal condition for those leaving work to check on freeway
congestion. As with the Los Angeles kiosk program, kiosks located
in office building are not nearly used to their full potential.
Riderlink was on-line on the Internet starting in December 1994.
Three kiosks were installed in May 1995 near employee cafeterias in
Nintendo, Unigard, and Group Health Eastside Hospital. A fourth
kiosk was installed in the Metro Transit headquarters in the customer service counter area.

' 1569
1496
Bike Rad<S;on Buse$~ ·

·Buslilnnel

desatPtton: ,,:

Metro i>hO<li! l)llmt>ets ·

;

141~'

1470

,.

)466

'"

1)05

desalptl<lll·
. Ride
"' . Free
. . Am
.'
...

981 '

'

"

8!!1
~41,. !

~

A user survey on Riderlink revealed that it was accessed most often
from home (56 percent) rather than from work (32 percent), school
(7 percent), or kiosk (3 percent). By far, the kiosk in Metro Transit
headquarters was the busiest (53 log-ons per month). Bus se.rvice
infonnation was the most accessed (53 percent) feature in Riderlink
(see Figures 3 and 4 and Table 5). The General Infonnation menu
(including access to real-time traffic congestion information) was
accessed by 17 percent, Ferry infonnation was accessed by 14 percent, the Bike menu was accessed by It percent, and the VanpooV
Carpool menu was access by mere 5 percent of users.

570

Ninety-five percent kiosk users that were computer literate, indi.· 57t
cated that kiosk was generally easy or very easy to use and none of
.'
them found it difficult to use. However, of those who do not normally use computers, only 27 percent said the k.iosk was generally
easy to use, and 50 percent said it was difficult to use. The kiosks required frequent
rebooting (at least once a week per kiosk) to clear software errors.
569'

• Riverstae county Transportation Network (Califomla)
Touch screen kiosks, featuring full-motion color video, stereo sound, on-screen maps,

Rlyers!de County
Key Recommemtauon

•

12

lnduae multiple
languages.

personalized public transit itineraries, and carpool matches for commuters, we.re installed

in th.e Coachella Valley area of Riverside County, California. This pilot project, called
TransAction Network, had four kiosks at shopping ce.nters with high pedestrian traffic.
Commuter Transportation Services, Inc., and SunLine Transit Agency introduced the
TransAction Network, and IBM and North Communications developed the network
system. The kiosks provided the public with a one-stop source of a variety of information in English or Spanish. Users could rcceive a free printout of a complete SunBus
itinerary, which includes route, bus stop, fare, and schedule by entering the destination,
and arrival or departure time. The itinerary also includes a carpool match list that identi-

Center for Urban ll'ansportatlon Researd'l • • •

tied people who live and work nearby and were available to carpool. To promote kiosk
and trarusit usag.,, the kiosk use<s received a free bus ticket good for one ride with each
itinetOIY printout

• FairfaX County {VIrglnla)
Fairfax County is implementing a kiosk system to provida static transit and other transportation related information on kiosks in two regional libraries.
The system first displays a map, with regional divisions. The user touches any of these
areas on the screen to zoom in on that particular a.rea, wltich is then overlaid with a map
of major roads. A telephone is attached to the kiosk for getting help in kiosk use. The
kiosk project is sponsored and funded totally by Fairfax County. The George Mason
University .Labs implemented the system.

Fairfax County
Key Recommendation
• Allowa:z:oomftlllureon

maps for-e oflrlp
plonn/ng.

• TranStar (Houston)
As a part of Houston TranStar's on-going effort to disseminate traffic and transit information to dte Houston traveling public, a pilot program is being launched to determine if
interactive, multi-media, electronic kiosks are an effective medium for this purpose.
Specifically, the Texas DepartmentofTransportatiou (TxDOT), the Metropolitan Transit
Autltority of Harris County (METRO), and the City of Houston are cooperating in tl>e
deployment ofelectronic kiosks at up to 20 Houston locations. 11tese kiosks will present
the latest available information on roadway traffic conditions and METRO bus system
routes, schedules, and fares.

ltanStar
Key Recommendallon
• Include congestion and
tte/oy Information.

A demonstration kiosk (not part of the mainstream pilot program) will also be installed at
Houston TranSw. Information from the kiosks will enable both motorists and bus riders
to revise short-term and long-term rommutingand travel plans to avoid congestion and
shorten travel times.

• Denver
A multimodal transfer center with kiosks was proposed to provide real-time or near realtime information to travelers. The transfer center was planned to be constructed in I-70
near the western edge of the metro area for travelers bound for the rural recreational
areas west of Denver as well as do·wntown Denver. According to the project manager,
due to citizen complaints on the location ofmultlmodal transfer center and other internal
project conflicts in Colorado DOT, the project was never begun.

Denver
Key Recommendation
•

CarefullY sel«t potentlal

kiosk loCXlllons to IH!Jp

ensure support ojlhe
projfrt
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• AccuTrafflc System (Houston)

AccuTraffic
Key Recommendations
•

PuiJ/Ic/prtvate

partnerships can be usea
to reauce costs to the
government agency.
•

Use advertising revtnue5
to help defraY the cost of

theproject

T his is a n example of a priva te organization transm itting traffic conditions to the publiC·
through kiosks. AccuTraffic is a private organization invo lved in providing traffic informalion on fo ur kiosks located in the Texas Commerce Build ing, the Cullen Center, the

60 I Jefferson Building, and the Enron Building in Houston. AccuTraffic also sells traffic
information to radio and TV stations and has a World Wide Web site that displays traffic
information. AccuTraftic generates revenue from advertis ing messages on the· Web page.
AccuTraffic accesses TranSta r informa tion for freeway maps. T his infonn ation is aug-

mented b)' text displays above the map, detai ling infonnation on incidents, road conditions, and traffic problems anywhere in the city. lnformatio n on incidents, blockages.,
flood ing. construc.tion, etc. , is gathered by an ope rator who monitors se\'eral radio scanners that report traffic incidents. 11te operator has ma ny contacts within the po lice-de-

partment as well as within TxDOT, Metro and TmnStar. The network for displaying the
TranStar information is composed of both wireless communications and dedicated tcJe~
phone lines. A se rve.r is located downtown for trans mitting traffic info rm at ion to the
k iosks. lnfonnation on the server is re fres hed at two-m inute intervals. \Veb information

is refreshed every 90 seconds. ISDN connections are being used to server-to-kiosk comm unications.

• Summary of Lessons Learned from
Other Kiosk Projects
Findings from the various kiosk projects examined that are applicable to the MPO's kiosk
project are.outlined in this section. T hrough exte ns ive research, CUTR fou nd that only a

few projects accurately and extensively documented the successes and failures of their
projects. Findings about the following topics were identified as directly applicable to the
MPO's kiosk project (and are further detailed under the section entitled "Dade County
Kiosk Specifications''):
• Fmlding

• Kioskfailure

• Communicat ion

• Maintenance

• lnfonnation presentation

•

Kiosk usage levels

Not surprisingly, funding was often mentioned as c ritical to a project~ s s uccess. Lac.k of
funding has led to the shutdown of many of the projects previously described and has
prevented others from starting.
Communication between kiosks and the central location, where updated traffic/transit
information is trans mitted, played a v ital role in the success of kiosks. Several project

managers strongly suggested that the MPO consider the ISDN, a fast, inexpensive, communication connection . The problem w ith slow communication links is that kiosk users

will not tolerate a slow response while a file is downloaded to the kiosk.
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However, advances in modem technologies (even during tl1e time frame of this study)
have now made them CQlllpetitive wiCh using ISDN connections. Recent jo.terviews with
kiosk vendors and project managers indicate that the fastest, commonly used modem is
more than sufficient for kiosk applications, except possibly those kiosks displaying graphically based real-time information.
Low kiosk usage may h.ave been attributed, in part, to d1e method of intonnation presentation in kiosks. A user survey conducted on Minnesota's Guidestarand Seattle's Riderlink
projects indicated that the kiosk inlonn.ation was difficult to understand. However, most
ofthose who had trouble interpreting and using kiosks were not computer literate users.
Some users revealed that traffic maps in Smart Traveler system were very busy and
difficult for users to understand. During a TranStar survey, an interviewee indicated that
the map was developed for use by experienced IJ·affic mangers, not for use by the man
on the street
Another critical factor in level ofkiosk usage is the location ofthe kiosks. Office· building
locations often received the lowest amount ofusage. This is likely because most travel to
and fi·om the office is a fixed, regular event. There is no need on the part of d1e commuter to gather a great deal more information on this commute. Kiosks must also be
located where they will be seen, and not hidden away in some remote CQrner of a
building. Kiosk location must be chosen carefully in order to avoid screen glare. In some
il•stances, this glare can render the kiosk impossible to use.

Figure S. Kiosk with
advertising banner.

Kiosk failures are well-documented for the Los Angeles Sma.rtTmveler project; the top
four kiosk failures included hardware/software problems, audio/video problems, power
plug loose or unplugged, and power sottrce turned off. Failure related to power plug or
source amounted to about 31 percent of failures. Hardware/software and audio/video
problems were often solved by simply rebooting the kiosk CQmputer.
Additionall)•, maintenance played a vital role in keeping kiosks up and running. Many
kiosk systems, particularly those with printers, reported CQnsiderable maintenance requirements. The Riderlink and New York/New Jersey Port Authority kiosk projects
required sending maintenance crews up to once a week to eacb kiosk location. The
maintenance work included clearing paper jams and adding paper to the printers. New
York/New Jersey Port Authority and Minnesota Guidestar reported having communication software problems and were remedied by new software versions. However, many of
the kiosk problems eQUid be solved by rebooting the machine.

• • • centerforUtbOnTransportatkmResearch
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• Kiosk Considerations Pertinent to Miami
•

Use the fustest, consumer grade computers available with large hard drives and a
large amount of RAM.

•

Use Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) modem connections for kiosks
transmitting realtime information. The fastest, consumer grade modem available
should be sufficient for most kiosk projects.

•

Store as much static information as possible on the kiosk hard drive. Transmit the
minimwn possible amount of information (only real~time information).

•

Include a secret method to access the kiosk software and control the kiosk
attributes (sound for example) and perform maintenance on the kiosk.

•

Consider including a slot that can accept magnetic strip cards like a credit card or
bank card for future applications.

•

Include a phone on the kiosk so that users can pick up the phone and be instantly
connected with the person/agency shown on the kiosk screen.

•

Design the kiosk to he eye-catching while clearly conveying its purpose to
potential users.

•

Design the kiosk to be resistant to ''andalism.

•

Be sure the kiosk addresses and is designed to accommodate the Americans with
Disabilities Act requirements.

•

Orient the kiosks to novice, less sophisticated users. Try not to make any menu
selections too :;deep" and use maps instead of written words to indicate locations.

•

Include a disclaimer(for example, "The agency assumes no liability for the
selection ofthis travel choice'') when making trip reconunendations to avoid
potential liability.

•

Ensure the vendor has a proven track record in completing projects such as this,
particularly in tl1c case where they are not funded by the ioitiating agency.

•

Choose the location of the kiosk carefully and based on several factors. Other
projects clearly show kiosks get more usage at large transit stops, airportS, rest
stops. etc., not at businesses. Target the appropriate market- the non-work

market. Be careful of screen glare and try to get the kiosk placed in an obvious,
high traffic location- not placed in an out of the way corner.
•

Establish on-site maintainers of the kiosk. Pay someone to regularly monitor the
kiosks and take care of minor software glitches and printer jams as they occur.

•

Due to the similarities between kiosk and Internet programming and use. be sure

kiosk software works in both mediums. In this manner, many more people will
have access to the information when the MPO establishes a Net presence.

16
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• Data Elements.
This section documents the data elements required for the kiosks. This involves an
examination of the data that should be included in some form on the kiosk, what data are
readily available, how these data should be presented to potential users (in both form and
sequence), and where to acquire these data. The in-depth investigation of other !TIS
projects from around the United States yielded significant insight into what information
was most often accessed and employed by kiosk users. This provided a basic stmcture or
shell for the information to be included on the MPO's kiosk.
However, the MPO's project and its target market are both unique. Therefore, the information gained from projects around the country m.ust be augmented by information
collected in the Dade County area. The final list of data requirements'includes information obtained from local transportation and tourism agency representatives allowing the
kiosk to serve both residents and tourists alike.
In addition to this information, the kiosk must contain ample opportunities for the users
to input their views and opinions regarding transportation issues. Most ofthe kiosk screens
that have a transportation theme should include a "feedback" or "register your viewpoint'' option.
Based on other ITIS around the county, users roost often accessed information on bus
service and schedule~ as well as the general information menu. Other popular menu items
that should be part of this ITIS include how to use the kiosk, biking resources, requests
for bus trip planning, information about public transportation in Dade County, bus fares,
and information about the local TransportationManagementAssociations(fMA).
The IUS projects described previously focused on relaying information to the local
population, not ro tourists. Since the MPO's kiosk has a dual goal of reaching both the
tourist and local populations, information must also be included that would appeal to, and
benefit, the tourist population. Examination of other ITIS projects that appeal to th.e
tourist (for example, Atlanta's Advanced Traveler Information System [ATIS] kiosk) and
interviews with local transportation and tourism officials knowledgeable about the tourist
industry lead to the conclusion that information on the following topics should be included in the MPO's kiosk:

• • • CenterforUrb<m TrOnsportafiO<J Resea«h
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• tourism
• hotels and restaurants
• Sea Port Department (cruise ships)

• special events

• weather
• airlines

• airport ground transportation

•Information Availability
The availability of
public transit shoula
always be dear when it is
a viable alternative to
private vehides.

Several methods were used to determine the availability ofinformation required for the
ITIS. Information was gathered through questionnaires and interviews with local officials
from the FOOT Tum pike District, the Sea Port Department, Aviation Department (AD),
Metro-Dade Transit Agency, the Civic Center Transportation Management Organization,
the Dade County Convention and Visitors Bureau, the Information Technology Depart·
ment (ITO), and Tri-Rail. Additional potential sources of information include the Miami
Beach Transportation Management Association (l'vl.BTMA), Team Metro, the Dade
County Expressway Authority (DCEA), the Regional Transit Organization, and the De·
partmcnt ofl'ublic Works.
An excellent reference document for the kiosk menu item entitled " What is the Ml'O?" is
the document entitled "Transportation for a New Century: A Report to the People of
Dade County." In addition, the Aviation Department, the Metro Dade Transit Agency,
and the MPO all have recently created/overhauled their Web sites:
• http://www.miami-airporl.com/
• hllp:lwww.mdw.gov/
•

Jwp:ll www.metro·dade.com/mpol

TI1ere are numerous other \Veb sites tl1at supply a great

deal of useful information and pictures of Dade County.
Some ofthese sites include:
•
•
•
•

http://www.melro·dade.com/home.asp
Jutp://www.tri-rail.com/

•

hllp:llmiami.iufo-access.coml

}Uip:IIM~ww.miamicity.com/

hllp:l/www.;\>liamiVRcoml

The vendor should work with all agencies involved to de·
termine the best and most appropriate information that
agency has available to be placed on the kiosk. Addition·
ally, tl1e vendor should coordinate with the newly-formed Regional Transit Organization.
One important objective of this project is to route travelers to public transit whenever
feasible and possible. Kiosks must have available all relevant information on the public
transit system, specifically routes, schedules, and fares. The availability of public transit
should always be-clear when it is a viable alternative to private vehicles.
18
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The information available was examined to determine its applicability and usefulness on
the !TIS. The primary measure ofthedata's applicability was whether or not the agency
that collected and stored the data was routinely asked to supply tJ1e data to either residents or tourists. For example, the Turnpike is often asked about toll rates, distances
between interchanges, etc. The Tumpike created a map ti1at contains answers to the vast
majority of these questions (see Figure 6). This map is an excellent example of the type
of information found in Dade County that was not necessarily found on any other !TIS,
but is crucial to include io tbis lTIS.
Table 6 is a comprehensive listing ofthe information that sh.ould he included in the initial
!TIS. The amount of information (particularly real-time information) should increase in
the future. Table 6 also indicates the source of the information and comments on the
anticipated difticulties or obstacles in obtaining this information. This list of information
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was selected and refined thr~ugh an examination ofother kiosk projects, interviews with
local officials to determine what questions tourists and residents frequently ask their
organizat:ioo, and a sceering committee meeting focused on the issue of information to
include on the !TIS.

• Data Presentation to the User
The kiosk vendor will propose how static information and maps will be stored and
updated. Static information will be designed such that it can be updated on a daily basis.
It is anticipated that this updating will be done using remote processing. Full motion
video, wherever appropriate, will also be incorporated onto the kiosk. For users of the
!TIS to readily access all the information outlined in Table 6, there must be a clear and
straightforward way to navigate through the various rns menus. 'fhe user should be
able to intuitively detet·m ine the location of the information he/she requires.
Table 6: Sources for rns Information (ront)
SOUrtl!

None

Weather forecasts for common aulse
deStinations

sea Port Department
Weather c:t1anneltllnkS to WWW weather
sitesiVISitofs Bureau

Porto( Miami expansion pfans

Sea Port Department

Traveling to and from the port

Map vendor/MOTA/

None
Map vendor may charge for use of their database:

Map ofthe Port

Weather Olannel may charge for Information

sea Port Department
BenefliSOfTDM

cccs

None

Rld~re Information

CCTMO/GCCS

None

HOVtanes

R>OT
MFO
MPO/CCTMO/CUTR

None

OCC&VB
DC C&VB, fla Attractions Assn.

Bike pathS
Alternative fuels vet>l<le projeCIS
Spe<ialeveniScalender

None
None

Restaurants and hOtels

oc C&VB, AAA. Aa Attractions Assn.
Aa HoteVRestaurantAssn

None
None
severatagenctes listed have not been contacted
yet. However, no prOblems 11re anudpated..

VIsitors Bureau locaOons
Shopping

OCC&VB

None

DCC&VB

None

wea111er<hannel!6nl<Sto www
weathersltes/VIsltors Bureau

Weather <hannel may charge for information

AUrattions

• Weatherforecast

Key; .•
AAA·AmertamAVtomOb/le/lS$11.

.AD·'A-o.partment
CCTMO·OVk:CemerTnln!pOitliiiOnM<mag<men!OryonltD!Ion
CII1R·r:;.nterjorlkt>anTrlmfportatkmRes<!Oitll
.
DCC8VII·DadeCDIJity~11.'1!51fors/Jumlu

''FD(fT'Fio!fd<l~o~
GCCS·Gold.coastCDmffluttrSrllifas

MDTA·MettoDadellllnsltAg<n<y'

...o;o:~llliiiinMMeftOP.OII!m!Pial)nlngOtgoofzmfon .

. ·-
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Figure 7. Menu data sequence.

The menu structure in Figure 7 is designed to meet these objectives. n>is figure graphically depicts how this information would fit under the various menu options, but does not
necessarily reflect the final wording of the menus on the actual !TIS.

• Data Format
n1e format in which the data are delivered to the user is just as important as the data
sequence, speed}and availability. If the fonnat is not user-friendly or if the data are not
presented to the user in a manner that is easily understood or that can be used for their
own purposes~ then users will become frustrated with the machine and not use it.
One method used to make the information accessible to all users is having it presented in
as many different languages as possible. English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese,
22
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and Spanish represent the majority oflanguages spoken by residents and touri•is to Dade
County and, ideally, all would be available on the ldosks. Due to hard drive space I imitations and tbecostto translate this information into many langu&ges, the kiosk will initially

have displays and sound in only English and Spanish. These are the two most commonly
used langnagcs in Dade County.
The main menu screen should also
contain both weather information
and a map of the area to attract

users. The opening screen could
looksimilartothatofFigure 8. The
map would indicate the user's current location along with major

roads, transit stops, and nearby attractions. Roads should be labeled
nsing all of their common names
(i.e., Dolphin Expressway and
Route 836).
The maps should be relatively clean
and uncluttered without an overload of information, emphasizing
assisting people unfan>iliar with th.e
Dade County area. Maps and odter
graphics should be used instead of
written instructions whenever possible. Users prefer to touch the cor-

Figure 8. Kiosk initial screen.

rect area shown on the screen than to type in a name to receive information on that
location/attraction/bus route. Map-based screens should include:
• Traveling by car:
Detailed map of the county with the ability to zoom in on any area
Instructions on how to drive from A to B
Information on the Sunborst program
Roadway construction
• Florida's Tumpike:
- Detailed map of the Tumpi.ke system
• Public Transportation:
Map of the user's current location
Bus routes
MetroRail, MetroMover, and Tri-Rail routes
How to get from A to Busing public transit
Bikes on bus routes
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• Aviation Department:
Map of the airport
- Getting to and fonn the airport
- Expansion plans
• Sea Port Department:
Map ofthe port
Getting to and from the port
Weather forecasts
Expansion plans
• Commute alternatives:
- HOY lanes
- Bike paths
• Tourism Information:
- All attraction/restaurant/etc. infonnation will be linked directly to a map
Other infonnation will be presented as text or as text with accompanyiog graphics/icons.
Graphics and icons should be easily recognizable and, whenever possible, conform to a
standard (for example, the icons used by the Atlanta ATIS or those found in "Guidelines
tor Transit Signing and Graphics" by the Transportation Research Board). Graphics
unique to the Dade County area, such as the Sunburst, will also be included.

• Data Needs Summary
For tl1is ITIS project to be a success, it must contain information users value and will use
in making travel decisions. To determine exactly what information is most appropriate
and useful, officials from many local organizations (including the Dade County Convention and Visitors Bureau, MOTA, MPO, Tri-Raii,SeaPort Department, MIA, and FOOT)
were interviewed to learn what questions are most often asked of them. In addition,
literature on the Dade County area was collected, and World Wide Web sites devoted to
Miami and Dade County were examined to learn what infonnation is available and often
disseminated. ITIS projects across the country also were examined to detcnnine what
information is most often acce.~sed and what information is generally ignored by users.
This knowledge was factored into the tinal recommendation on what information should
be included in the MPO's !TIS. The availability of this information was also examined
(see Table 6) to determine the level ofeffort a prospective !TIS vendor would require to
obtain it. This will help the MPO to decide ifhard-to·obtain data are worth the cost and
effort associated with acquiring them.

This information must be presented and stored on the !TIS so users can easily access and
understand what information they require, without any special skills, training, or computer knowledge. A menu system was developed that will allow users to easily navigate
their way through the information stored on the ITIS. Menu items are selected when the
user touches the appropriate part of the screen. Additionally, much oft he information
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will be presented to users in map form. These maps will be sensitive to the touch as well,
allowing users to access information on a particular location, b\tS stop, attraction, etc.,
just by pressing on the screeu.
The infonnation must also be kept accurate and up to date. 'This will require coordination
between multiple public agencies, the advertisers, and the kiosk vendor. It will be the
responsibility of the kiosk vendor to update the kiosk when provided with new information. An arrangement will have to be negotiated between the vendor and the infonnacion
providers as to how often and how extensive these changes can be.

Kiosk with autodialing phone and printer.

• • • O?ntufor Urban TrrltiSfXlrlation #I<SIIQt'(h
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• Advertising on the Kiosk.
The primary goal of incorporating advertising into the kiosk is to fully fund the project.
This funding scenario will eliminate the need for the MPO to use any of its own programmed funding on this project. Ifsuccessful, the project will be a model public/private
partnership venture. However, there are several potential issues with using advertising to
fund all or even part of this project, which need to be addressed.
The stream of advertising revenue through the life of the-project will defray the kiosk

The primarygoal of
incorporating advertising
into the kioskis to fully
fund the project

ve.ndor's ongoing costs of maintenance and updating the kiosk. Similarly, advertising
provides incentive for the kiosk information to be kept current and maintenance to be
performed in a timely manner, or the advertisers may withhold some of this advertising
revenue from the kiosk vendor.
Advertising revenue is derived from allowing merchants, manufacturers, theme
parks, etc., to incorporate their logo, slogans, coupons/discounts, location
information, etc. on the kiosk. Tit is information can be displayed in several
ways. The most dramatic would be to design the entire kiosk in the company's
logo or colors, for example, a kiosk painted to resemble a large Snickers,."
bar. Less dramatic would be to have the inter-session screen (the default
opening screen shown when the kiosk is first turned on and d1e screen to
which the kiosk reverts to after a long period ofinactivity) be used for advertising. Other options include:
• small decals on tlte kiosk frame,
• small ads shown when the user selects a related topic on the kiosk, or
• ads only shown when the user accesses the specific menu item for
that.mercha.ot/hotel!theme park, ere.
For this project, the first three types of advertisements (kiosk coloru1g, intersession screen, and usage small decals on the kiosk frame) are not recommended. TI1ese fonns of advertising would yield the most revenue, butthey
also detract significantly from tlte primary purpose of tlte kiosk. Potential
users may not recognize the kiosk as a lTIS and might not use it, assuming it
is a candy dispenser or contaios only information pertaining to a specific

product, company, or place. To ensure the kiosk is as effective as possible, its

• • • CenterforUrt>an TITln$fHlrtD!Ion Research

Figure 9. Various methods to advertise
on a kiosk.
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purpose must be clear to potential users. Advertising is important to generate revenue,
but the project's focus is information dissemination.

• Advertising Issues
Possible issues to be anticipated and prepare for may include competing media outlets for
advertising dollars, establishing advertising guidelines, and delegation of funds to cover
maintenance and other kiosk costs. These issues are addressed in this section of the
report and will be addressed during contract negotiations with the kiosk vendor and

advertisers. Ultimately, the MPO will be responsible for overseeing the kiosk's content,
including the advertisements.
A potential issue arises in terms of what companies should advertise and what advertiS<>ments should be deemed unacceptable? For example, should the kiosk accept advertising from Dadeland Mall? Since one of the kiosks is to be housed at the Bayside Marketplace, the merchants there may not want advertising from another shopping center or any
other tourist attraction. Tourist attractions, along with hotels, represent the majority of
potential advertisers. This issue can be resolved if the vendor and MPO agree to allow
site specific advertising.

Another possible issue is that users of the kiosk might perceive an advertisement as an
endorsement of a certa.in product by the MPO. If the user cannot see that an advertisement is clearly just that, and not a recommendation from the MPO, then the user may
think the MPO is suggesting a certain hotel, tourist attraction, etc. Heritage Development
Corporation, a company tasked with building a set of kiosks to attract visitors to American heritage sites. has spent a great deal of time and effort investigating these potential

conflicts. They have derived the following potential solutions:
• accepting no advertising

• only listing a hotel/attraction, etc., ifthey have paid for advertising and making
the fact that it is a paid advertisement clear to users
• allowing only large national corporations, like M&M Mars or Coca-Cola, to
advertise.
The third solution, allowing only broad-based advertisements on the kiosk, will reduce
confusion between whether th.e ad is an MPO editorial or truly is an advertisement. The
issue of allowing car advertisements was even investigated, but proved to be inconse-

quential. These advertisements conflict with one of the primary goals of the kiosk-to
get people out of private automobiles and onto transit. However, a car advertisement (or
similar advertisement) will have little effect on the immediate commute choice being
made by the kiosk user.
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The MPO kiosk will contain an extensive listing ofhoteJs, restaurants, etc. Ifproprietors
ofthese businesses want additional spac<:ladvcrtising on the kiosk they will be charged,
and th.e fact that it is an advertisement should be made clear to users.
To avoid some of the pitfalls associated with advertising, adverti.sements can be made
site specific, that .is, cettain advertisements only appear on certain ITIS. Additionally,
guidelines on what products/advertisements will not be allowed must be set out in advance.
Therefore, it is recommended that the MPO use similar guidelines as MOTA, which are
highlighted below and included in Appendix A:
I.

MOTA reserves tbe right to approve all advertising, exhibit material, or announcements and their manner of presentation, which approval shall not be
unreasonably withheld.

2.

No advertising of a politically or socially emb!IIT'.tSSing subject shall be allowed.

3.

No advertising material or announcement shall be accepted by MOTA for display
in the Busway kiosks which to tbe knowledge of MOTA:
a. is false, misleading or deceptive;
b. is clearly defamatory or is likely to be held up to scorn or ridicule by any
person or groups of persons;
c. is obscene or pornographic;
d. advocates imminent lawlessness or unlawful violent action;
e. is any combination of the foregoing.

4.

MDTA reserves the right to reject any advertisement for any reason.

5.

MDTA shall have tlte right to deny the use ofany Busway kiosk advertising
space for any material which it reasonably determines is objectionable.

6.

Advertisements of a political or editorial nantre are prohibited. MOTA, in its sole
discretion, shall have the right to aceept or reject any Advertising Agreement.
AdditionaUy, MOTA rese1ves the rightto revise or alter any advertisement. No
change in advertising cop)•Will be made without the Advertiser's prior consent. A
fun refund will be issued ifthe ad is rejected.

The MPO should adopt
similar advertising
guidelines as those used
byMUTA.

There is a possibility that there will be limited interest in advertising on the kiosk. Kiosk
advertising is a relatively new field and does not reach the massive numbers of people
that many other forms ofadvertising, such as television, does. However, kiosk advertisements can reach a very targeted market, making them attractive to particular businesses.

• • • Centerfor Urban TrimsportatiOn Research
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Several suggestions were made by kiosk vendors and project managers to increase the

number of potential advertisers. The most common suggestion was to link the kiosk
service with the adve1tiseme.nt and provide related discount ticket. for example, a hotel

may be wi lling to spend advertising dollars if its advertisement can be displayed to those
users who access the accommodations section of the kiosk. The hotel also needs to
receive feedback on the number of guests the kiosks bring to the hotel. The coupons

would be used to keep a record of how successful the kiosk was in anracting guests.
Some program managers suggested we follow the World Wide Web model where advertisers pay to place a banner on the screen. Pressing this banner prompts an advertisem.ent

for that company to be displayed. This method can make it clear that what is shown is an
advertisement and not a personal endorsement for the vendor. Additionally, the back of
the paper used in the kiosk printer could have advertisements pre-printed on it. Thus, the
kiosk user keeps an advertisement with them, even after leaving the kiosk.

• Revenue Potential in Dade County
Miami International Airport (MIA) is developing their own kiosk program and placing
their own kiosks throughout the airport. The MPO has been given preliminary approval
to place their information on the airport's kiosks, but the airport has insisted that they
receive all advertising revenue from the kiosks. The fact that the MPO's kiosk vendor

docs not receive any profits from advertisements shown on these kiosks is a significant
drawback. Some expenses will be saved as M'IA will be supplying the kiosk hardware,
but as stated earlier, kiosk hardware is not expensive and this is a prime advertising site.
It is extremely difficult to estimate the revenue potential of this project. With very few
kiosk systems selling advertising space, and none ofthe.projects similar 10 Dade Co\lnty~s

selling advertising space. there is no way to forecast the response of advertisers without
an intensive marketing effort. This effort will be the responsibility of the kiosk vendor
who will benefit from these advertisements. This section contains what information could
be found regarding somewhat similar kiosk projects.
The first example is from Intelligent Multimedia Solutions, Inc. They provided a very
rough estimate of what kiosks, such as the MPO·s. might produce in advertising revenue
in the Boston area. They estimated each advertiser will pay $300 to $600 per year to tlte
kiosk owner for ads on one kiosk in a high traffic area or $3000 to $4000 for ads on 30
kiosks around the.city. Similar estimates were obtained from North Communications for
one of their kiosk operations.
Touch Miami, a Miami kiosk company started in late 1994, has already established a
kiosk presence in the Dade County area. This private company receives an of its revenue from advertisements on its kiosks. The company currently has 14 kiosks located
throughout the Dade County area, includ ing the Biltmore Hotel, Miami Airport Hilton
and Towers, Hotel Sofitel. Crowne Plaza, Sheraton Biscayne Bay, Biscayne Bay Marriot1
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Hotel and Marina, Occidental Plaza, Sonesta Beach Resort, Holiday Inn Oceanside,
Eden Roc Resort and Spa, Sheraton Bal Harbour, Sheraton Gatewa)•, Dora! GolfResort
and Spa, and Bayside to Go. Touch Miami charges the hotels a monthly lease for having
the kiosks in their lobbi.es. Typical lease rates are around $400.
Touch Miami had I I ofthe 14 kiosks listed above operational during I996 and expootod
revenues from these kiosks was $250,000. Advertising rates vary by type of advertisement, length of contract, and payment option selected. Typical year-long contracts for
picture, video, and sound cost ~'2,500. Bnrdines spent $4,000 to have its video and
sound placed on the inter-session screen. The system also allows over 200 Dade County
area vendors and attractions to place very short text adds on the machine for free. These
advertising rates are very similar to those in other cities listed in the previous section.
Using this information and assuming tl\e MPO kiosks are deployed at a minimum offive
locations as expected
(MIA,. Bayside Marketplace,
the Civic Center, the Tri-Raii/Metro
.
.
Rail station, tbe Seaport, and possibly Cocowalk and the Government Center), then it is
possible to make a rough estimation of the potential advertising revenue from these
kiosks. Keeping in miud an assumption of an average charge per advertisementof$2,000
per year and 15 advertisers the first year, 35 the second, and 50 the third. Using this
scenario, a total of $200,000 could be obtained from advertising over the three-year
period of the kiosk deployment. Alternatively, if we assume 100 advertisers each paid
$400 per kiosk per year at five locations, the potential revenue would total $600,000.

• Cost of the Kiosk System
Next, a more detailed and timely cost estimate for the kiosk was undertaken. The following cost estimates were compiled from kiosk vendors. Hardware as outlined should cost
approximately $8,000 per kiosk. 'Dte cost ofsetting up the kiosk in each location must be
added to fuis. This cost is dependent on the site, but should not exceed $4,000 in any
case. This would yield a total hardware and set up cost of$48,000.

Total cost of the 3.5-year
project is predicted to be

$230,000.

The cost of software.development for the kiosk is highly variable. In tl1is case, a large
amount of information and photographs to be used on the kiosk are readily available, and
the kiosk graphics and interaction screens are planned to be relatively si1nple. This would
lead to a potential softwaredevelopmentcostof$38,000. More extensive graphics on the
kiosk or graphics that must be designed by tl>e kiosk vendor add significantlyto tltis cost
This cost does not include updating the screens.
Updating costs are expected to be anywhere from $200 for a simple text based change to
thousands of dollars for new, motion video-based screens. These costs can be largely
avoided by having each agency update its own screens. These screen updates would then
be sent to the central computer housed at the MPO and updated from there. Since the
software will be designed in HTML, it is relativelyea.sy to change and update information
as several agencies already have personnel familiar with this language. TI1is will take
• • • CentetfOrUI1>an TI'Q1JSportatJon Researctt
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strong organization on the part of the MPO !rut may prove more lreneficial for the
organizations involved as they have total control over the content of their portion ofthe
kiosk. Alternatively, the kiosk vendor can be placed in charge of updating the kiosk at an
agreed upon schedule. The cost for this could be covered by advertising revenue. Tit is
option requires substantially less coordination and labor on the part ofthc MPO.
The kiosks will also have to be maintained. As stated earlier, this will be !rest done by
someone on site at each kiosk location. If done entirely by the kiosk vendor, the cost of
this would be approximately $200 per month per kiosk. This cost includes weekly clean- .
ing, refilling paper, and stocking extra parts for quick repairs. The kiosks will also have
smaller charges such as the monthly charge for the phone line to each kiosk.
Therefore, if the MPO and the other organizations involved are willing to put forth the
significant time and manpower to perfom1 updating and routine maintenance work on the
kiosks in house the total cost could be approximately $90,000 for 5 kiosks (one at MIA)
over the suggested 3.5-year time period of this project. This would result in almost no
support from the vendor after initial deployment, but would cost $140,000 less than with
full vendor support over the life oftl1e project.lfthe organizations involved do not want
to be responsible for updating and maintaining the kiosks, the cost rises to approximately
$230,000. These figures indicate the approximate level ofadvertising revenue required
for the kiosk vendor to break even on this project.
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• Dade County Kiosk
Specifications •
This section of the report examines in general terms some of the kiosk performance
requirements set out in a separate Request for Proposals (RFP) for the MPO's kiosk
system. This includes items from the innovative funding structure to be developed, to
how the successful vendor will be selected, to how theeontractwill end.

•Funding
There is no government funding available for this project Due to this fact, all revenues
will be derived from selling advertising on the kiosks. This money will be used topay for:'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the capital cost ofthe kiosk
the software development
the upkeep and maintenance of the kiosks
negotiations with potential kiosk sites
customizing the software and advertisements for each location
generating advertising revenues for the kiosks
updating the information on the kiosks.

Depending on the exact agreement developed between the MPO and the kiosk vendor,
excess revenues (if available) may be split between the two parties.
In return, the lv!PO and the County will:
• provide access to local information regarding: public transit, traffic conditions,
maps, county plans, non.. traditional commute modes, aud other informationas
indicated in Table 6 and Figure 7
• allow installation of kiosks in all County facilities (where appropriate}
• in conjunction with the vendor, establish specific criteria for advertising.

•Placement
The steering committee for this project, the MPO, and the CUTR have determined the
most desirable locations for the kiosks. These sites were selected based primarily on

• • •
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having a high number of potential users (those-people-that may need the information or

that are will to alter their trip) that will see (and hopefully usc) the kiosk. Other criteria for
The most desired locations

site sele-etion is liste-d in the ''Smnmary of Lessons Learned from other Kiosk Projects..

for kiosks in the Miami

section of this report.

area are:
• Mlamiintemationai Airport

• Bayside Matl<etplace
• the CivicCen~r(by Jad<s<Jn

These locations arc merely suggested kiosk sites and the MPO and vendor are free to
pursue other potential locations. Placing these kiosks will obviously require the cooperation and coordination of many diverse groups and the fonnulation of several agreements
related to the maintenance and operation of the interactive traveler information kiosks.

Memorial Hospital}

To ensure a high level of kiosk usage, the vendor and the MPO will work together to

the Tri·ROii!Metr'O Roil

market the kiosk and make its existence knoYlll to Dade County residents and visitors.

Station (NW 78th Stand
37th Ave/
the Seaport (Tennina/12/

• comwolk

• Government Center

Under the contract the MPO expects, at a minimum, four kiosks to be-deployed in the

Dade County area. This does not include the kiosk to reside at the Miami International
Airport (MIA), for which the hardware will be supplied !)y the airport. The MPO will
view favorably a vendor that can install kiosks at additional sites. In addition, the MPO
may negotiate with the vendor in future years to expand the number of kiosk sites. Each
site can have.any number of kiosks, with the MPO and vendor determining the optimum

number ofkiosks for each site.
Partnering issues will play a major role in this task. In fact. data gathering effOrts have
begun with man)' of the top five locations as to their requirements and restrictions for

placing a kiosk on their property. To date, tlte following information has
been determined:
• MIA will be placing its own system of kiosks throughout the
airport. These kiosks will be multipurpose and will contain information from sevel'al different agencies on one machine. MIA has

no problem with allowing !TIS materials to be placed on these
kiosks. However~ they are not willing to share revenue from
advertisements shown on any kiosk in the airport.
• Obtaining the use of land in the civic center area is difficult, even

the small amount needed for the kiosk. However. the difficulty lies
in the long lead time required, not that the land owners (Jackson
Memorial Hospital Public Healdt Trust) will be unwilling to grant a
request for land use.

• Representatives from both Tri-Rail and MOTA have expressed an
interest in having a kiosk installed at the Tri-Raii/Mctro-Rail site,
and no problems are anticipated in obtaining permission to use this

site.
Figure 10. Miamrs Civic Center area.
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• Meetings with officials from the Sea Port Department indicate they have unused
kiosk shells io terminal i2 and would bever)' willing to have new, working kiosks
installed.
It is very important that kiosks be placed in very visible and useful loeations. The kiosks
must be accessible to people with. disabilities. Special care must be taken to avoid locations where glare from lights or the sun make the kiosk screen difficult to read.
TI1e vendor will complete negotiations with all of these locations in o1·der to maximize
advertising revenues to be put towards the p~ject. The vendor will also attempt to
secure tb.emost favorable spot possible for the kiosk. Locations shou ld be in high traffic
areas but out of th.e way enough so tl1at users of the system will not be in the flow of
pedestrians. The locat.ion must also take into account lighting, visibility, access to electrical power, access to communication lines, and what other uses the area serves. This spot
will be selected by the vendor along with. tb.e steering committee. The MPO.rescrves tl1e
right to reject any potential specific location if that specific location is deemed to be
inadequate.
A central computer, which houses and transmits the kiosk information, will likely be
located in the office of the MPO. 'fhis will have to be determined during contract negotiations. This computer will have the same specifications as those of the computers
housed in the kiosks.

• Partnerships
Partnerships and working with the steering committee will be major factors in the success
of the project. Diversity of partners providing information, sharing costs, maintenance,
communications and space for the kiosk facilities will be critical.

As st!ted earlier, it is the intentof theMPO to maximize financial pa~tnerships wid1 both
the public and private sectors. A major goal ofthe project will be to investigate potential
financial partnering issues and to reach agreements with as many of the potential partners
as possible. Financi3.lpartnering is possible in at least some of the-following areas:

• capital cost for kiosk installations
• provid_ing communications links or paying recurring dial up phone-costs

• providing tourist-related information such as hotels, restaurants, airline flight
schedule.~), transit infonnation~ cruise ship itineraries, attraction jnformation, etc.
• providing communications media
• paying recurring fees to place advertisements on the installed kiosks
• sharing in maintenance cost associated with installed kiosks
• sharing in initial and future software development costs to enhance kiosk operat.ions

• providing electrical service for kioskoperations
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• Kiosk Design
The kiosk should have an interactive mode of operation using a touch screen, employing
prompts made up of text, graphics, video, audio or a combination thereof. The display
will provide a graphical representation of the information whenever possible. Kiosks
should contain a display, an interaction system, a phone. and a printer. Til is display and
interaction system must comply with the latest ADA requirements and with the ADA
requirements set out in this section of this RFP.
Display. The primary role of the display is to provide instructions, user infonnation,

display maps, graphics, and routing instnoctions. The display should be a color display
with a minimum size to ensure visual attractiveness to the passerby and be able to meet
or exceed the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•

17-inch or greater monitor
32,768 colors at a non-interlaced screen resolution of I 024 x 768
a maximum dot pitch of0.28 nun
a vertical scan rate of60 HZ. This will allow people with photosensitive epilepsy to
use the kiosk (must avoid a flicker rate between 3 and 55 Hz).

The display should be rugged enough to withstand normal usc, and protection should be
provided to minimize damage by vandals. The display should include static images as
well as full motion video where appropriate. In addition, there should be an area on top of
the kiosk where emergency messages can be displayed. Titese messages should be able
to be updated remotely at any time.
All functions and services of the kiosk should be operable without requiring clear
vision of the kiosk,for example, someone who has forgotten their reading glasses
or has poor vision. All functions and services of the kiosk should also be operable
by persons with color blindness. For those people with extremely poor vision, or
who are blind, a plaque with braille lettering will be placed on the kiosk. The
lettering will indicate the purpose ofthis kiosk, that it has transportation information, and how to contact people to obtain this information over the phone.
Interaction Sy!;te,L The system is required to enable the user to request information and to respond to questions by the kiosk. Touch screens should be used as

they provide an easy-to-update system and should be relatively easy to obtain.
However. persons without fine motor control (for example, a person wearing
gloves or a person holding a small child) should still be able to use this touch
screen to access all of the functions and services of the kiosk. In addition, the
touch screen should work v.iten used by artificial limbs.

Figure 11. Kiosk hardware.
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There should be minimal delays by the computer when accessing information.
There should be a maximum wait time of three seconds between a user's request
for infonnation and the display of that information. Therefore, the computer and
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monitor must be powerful enough to moot these criteria and those set out previously.
Additionally, all ITIS information possible should be stored on the kiosk computer itself
to obtain these fast response times. During the short wait times an icon should appear on
the screen indicating to the user that the kiosk is working on the user's request.
Information should b~ delivered in multiple languages whenever possible, and both English and Spanish at a minimum. This includes both sound and text on the screen. English
should be the primary language. The kiosk will revert to English when it is first turned on
and when it "times out" after a period of inactivity and reverts to the opening attraction
loop. All functions and services ofthe kiosk should be operable without requiring users to

have good reading skills in either oftlte languages on the kiosk.
Of utmost importance to the success ofthe kiosks sh~uld be the interactive multimedia

script development This script should indicate in detail the video/audio, graphics and text
content of the program. The design should be compatible with specific needs ofthe user,
based on user profiles. A user should not have to go through many menus to reach the
information for which they are searching. Users should be able to operate kiosks without
the benefit of a manual or prior training. It can be assumed that many users have had no
prior computer experience. Pull down or drop do"~tmenus may seem obvious to system
designers or office workers, but to a large segment of the population they have no
meaning. Exact spelling of streets and locations will not be required from the user. Instead, as the first letter of the street or location is entered, a scroll of choices will appear
starting with that letter. Further narrowing of choices will be made as subsequent letters
are entered. fn general, software design should place a premium on rapid input and
response to user queries. Help assistance should be available on all menus in a consistent
manner and should anticipate typical user questions with clear directions. All functions
and services of the kiosk should be operable without requiring the 11ser to have strong
reasoning skills or a good memory. Additionally, software is to be written inHTML (or
compatible language) so that transition ofthe information from the kiosk to a Web site is
quick and easy.
Menu navigation sh<;>Uld be structured to a consistent location ofchoices that will make
the system easier to use. Backward navigation through the menu is also desired. Icon
design sho11ld incl11de a symbolic form as well as accompanied by text.
Tlte wel.l-designed interface screen can sometimes be the best user enticement. Whenever a user ends his/her session and no queue is formed, an "inter-session" routine (also
known as an attraction loop) should take over. This subsystem should be able to display
current Dade County weather patterns, weather patterns for all ofNorth Am.erica, and a
video of current events in Dade County. However, this "inter-session" ro11tine should not
begin before a substantial amount oftime has passed, giviog those people with physical
disabilities or problems reading or understandi.ug plenty oftime to use the kiosk.
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TI1e design should have an open architecture to accept magnetic strip cards in the future.
Although card readers are not considered in the scope of this project, it is very important
that future applications using this technology be obtainable on these kiosks. TI1ere should
be a way to access the kiosk operating system software on site in order to perfoml
routine maintenance and change kiosk features such as the.sound volume. This should be
accessed through a secret maintenance access code.
TI1e kiosk will also contain a phone that makes it possible for the user to contact the
agency/vendor shown on the kiosk screen or to contact the kiosk maintenance person in
case of a problem with the kiosk.

• Computer Requirements
Each kiosk should contain an Energy Star-rated computer capable of supporting the
minimum requirements for communications. data storage. jnput/output rates and expendability. The computer should be one of the fastest consumer grade computers available,
capable of running Windows 95. TI1e computer should have at a minimum a 4,000 MB
hard disk, 16MB or more of RAM, a 12x or faster CD-ROM drive, a 1.44MB floppy
drive and appropriate audio components. The computer should interf.•ce to a modem and
shou ld be capable ofsupporting an 1/0 data rate of 56.6 KBits/second (CCITT modulation standards are required), or greater, concurrent with disk and CD-ROM access. The
computer should have two serial pons and at least one parallel port. A mouse and software for in-field servicing should be required, as well. The computer should include MS
Windows 95 or equivalent, modem communication software, and software. to display
maps, videos, and photo CD images from CO-ROMs. The computers should be equipped
with speakers and a sound card. However, all functions and services of the kiosk should
be operable without requiring the ability to hear the kiosk at all .
The computer should be expandable to at least 64MB RAM. The monitor and video
card should be upgradable to displaying 16.7 million colors al l 024 x 780 resolution.

• Cabinet Design
The kiosk should be designed so that a printer can be placed in the kiosk to provide maps
or directions for che user. The printer should be environmentally protected, so thar the
printer paper does not become damaged by the rain, cold, or heat. The paper size should
be such that the user can easily take it for later reference. TI1e printer should be a low
maintenance, black and white printer wi!11 the ability to quickly print (in less than 15
seconds for a typica18.S x I I printout) high quality maps, texl, and graphics. The printer
will be housed inside the cabinet and unaccessible lo the public. The printer will print the
page and feed the page to an outlet accessible to the user.
11teactual design of the kiosk housing \viii be determined by the vendor, approved by the
MPO, and must bccompliant with ADA rules and regulations. ·The kiosk must be pleas-
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ant to the discriminating eye, and is expected to look similar to the design shown on the
front of the report and in Figure I. A standard cabinet will be used for all locations. Its
color, size, and appearance will need the approval of the MPO before it is installed. The
interior electronics must be protected from electrical surges and temperature and humidity extremes encountered in the Florida environment. Operating temperatures should be
s• to 40° C aud storage temperature should be between -25 • and 70° C. Operating
humidity should be 90 percent maximum relative humidity, non-condensing, and storage
humidity should be 95 percent maximum humidity, non-condensing. The interior compartments must be secure, and the entire structure must be-securable to the ground. TI1e

cabinet should be designed to ensure protection against vandalism and intrusion. This
may include the addition of a video came.ra mounted in tl1e kiosk shell much like tl1ose
found at automatic teller machine locations.
The outside surface should be easily cleaned. The overall appearance must be pleasant to
invite usage and clearly identify the machine as a provider of travel information. The
vendor's name should be prominently displayed on the front of the machine along with
the telephone number for kiosk maintenance.
It is anticipated that the cabinet di.mens.ionswill range from 24 x 24 x 54 inches to 36 x 36
x 80 inches. The total weight should not exceed 700 pounds. The design must consider
ease in transporting the kiosks between locations and movement at the actual site to
guarantee ma;ximum usage. The cabinet will be designed to minimize damage by vandals,
including securely fastening the machine to the ground to prevent tipping or theft of the
kiosk.

• Communications
All kiosks are to be connected to a central computer that contains the information tJ1at is
downloaded to each kiosk. Additionally, the communications method used must allow
the central computer to upload statistics on each kiosk's use and current status (functioning or ifthere is an error). The latest, fastest, and most economical method of communications will be proposed by the vendor. There will also be a phone on the kiosk that will
allow users to call the agency that is currently shown on the kiosk screen, an agency tJ1at
th.e·user selects from the touch screen, or kios.k maintenance.
The MPO, l'viiA, Bayside Marketplace, the Civic Center, the Tri-RaiVMetro Rail Station,
and Cocowalk are all currently connected to, or are close to, the existing fiber optic line i1i
Dade County. The traffic control center (which bas access to some realtime traffic
information) and MDTA (which will soon have access to the exact location of all of its
buses in real-time) are also on tl1is fiber optic ring. Communication with the kiosks will
likely be through modems initially, the use of fiber optics orodter high speed data transmission lines (ISDN, T-1) must be possible wit11 minor modifications to the kiosk in the
future.
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•Power
The computer power supply should be sufficient to power all peripherals. The kiosk
electronics should operate on 120 VAC, 20 Amps and should be protected from electrical
surges and over voltage conditions. The internal electronics and disks sbould be pro-

tected from sudden and partial power failures. The MPO should have the ability to
remotely ascertain from the kiosk its current working status, problems, or any malfunction. In the event of a total power failure, the kiosk should automatically return to the
application start (the inter-session screen) and no damage to the kiosk electronics should
occur. The unit should meet FCC Part 15, Class A and B for electromagnetic emissions.
Tite k.iosks should also be designed such that it is in compliance with UL Standard 1950
for Safety oflnforrnation Technology Equipment.

• Quality Assurance
All equipment supplied under this specification should meet standard commercial practices regarding materials, parts, processe-s and workmanship. The vendor should be.required to warrant each unit for a period of one year for both parts and labor.

• Kiosk Performance, Maintenance and Upkeep
The maintenanceofthese kiosks is the responsibility of the vendor. However, the vendor
will be encouraged, with oversight by the MPO, to enter into a maintenance agreement

with individuals already working near the kiosk to perform routine maintenance such as
supplying paper and rebooting the machine.
Tire vendor will be
encouraget1, with
oversight by the MPO, to
enter Into a ma/ntenona
agreement with
inctivictuo/s olreocty
worldng near the ldosk to
perform routine
maintenance such as
supplying paper anCI
rebooting the machine.

Tite vendor is also responsible for updating the information housed on the kiosks. The
vendor will develop contacts with the various organizations that will supply information
for the kiosk. These contacts will supply new information to the vendor as needed. The
vendor will then update tlte kiosk as quickly as possible. The MPO should have the right
to obtain all the kiosk information from the vendor and edit it as the MPO sees fit.
The vendor must outline the level of maintenance of the·system, including the frequency
ofcleaning (especially screens) and the especially the ability for quick service in ease ofa
breakdown. Service should be performed in less than 48 hours on weekdays, or less than
72 hours on weekends and legal holidays.
The vendor must provide a preventive maintenance plan, including diagnostics, and a
brief maintenance histoty ofall proposed equipment. Each proposal must include a listing
of original equipment manufacturers for all components of the proposed system. Any
difficulty or malfunction identified as a result ofpre,•entive maintenance operations or
diagnostic tests must be reported to a designated facility representative as soon as pos·

sibleafter it is discovered. Diagnostic reports will be made available to a designated MPO
represeJltative on a regular basis.
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All software charges (including one time purchase cost and annual fees) will be the
responsibility ofthe vendor.ln the event ofany vandalism or destruction of the kiosk, the
vendor will be responsible for replacing the k.ios.k. Replacement time sh.ould not exceed
one week.

• Kiosk User Log
The kiosk should be designed such tltat a complete transaction log can be obtained for
each kiosk and the entire kiosk system. This transaction log should be available at the
central computer and at the kiosk itself. This transaction log will give the details of the
transaction such as the time, type oftransaction, and date of usage. This log should also
provide the time spent in each sub-component of the menu system. The log should
include the total number oftimes the kiosk was used for each day, week, or month and
be in report form. This log should also record any down times attbe kiosk and the usage
of languages other than English, ifany. Ifmaintenance is performed by a service technician, this information should be logged into the system.

• General Advertising Requirements
Advertising to be displayed on tlte kiosk-• must conform to several requirements. I!.is the
vendor's responsibility to procure the advertising and resulting revenue. However, the
lv!PO will have the authority to reject advertisements they deem unacceptable for display
on a device that is produced by or associated with the MPO. Appendix A contains a draft
document created by MDTA that will regulate advertising on MDTA's proposed kiosks.
The MPO is encouraged to adopt simil.ar guidelines for this kiosk system.
Advertising can only be placed ou tlte interactive screen and should be done in such a
manner that it does not interfere with the dissemination ofthe core information. Sizeand
placement of advertisements will be determined by the vendor on a ease by case basis.
However the MPO reserves the right to reject/change size and placement of any advertisement if the MPO deems tlte proposed size/placement would interfere with the kiosks
primary purpose.

• Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
During the performance of this contract, the vendor, for itself, its assignees and successors in interest must agree to comply with all ofdte applicable regulations of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, Public Law 101-336, as may be amended from time
to time; Title I, Bmployrneut; Title II, Public Services; Title III, Public Accommodations
and Services Operated by Private Entities; Title IV, Telecommunications; and Title V,
Miscellaneous Provisions. All vendors must certify thatthey comply with all the requirements of the ADA.
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• Evaluation Criteria
A selection comminee will be establ.ished by the County Manager to select the winning
proposal. The criteria have-been established by the Procurement M_anagement Division
of the General Service Administmtion (GSA) Dcpanment.

• Contract Term
The contract will be- for a fixed amount of time as negotiated between the parties and
approved by MPO upon execution of the contract. There should be two specific tenns in
the contract. The first is to install the kiosks and ensure that they are running properly.lt
is recommended that this period last approximately six months. The second period (suggested term is three years) will cove-r the maintenance, updating, and advertising aspects
of the kiosk.
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• Conclusions and
Recommendations.
Kiosks. or ITIS, have been used in many cities across the United States to disseminate
important transportation information to travelers. These devices have been highly suc-

cessful in some instances and hardly used in other cases. The lessons learned from these
other projects include:
• Choose the kiosks location extremely carel\llly for correct audience, machine
visibility, and to avoid screen glare. The typical office/work environment has
been found to be unsuitable location for the kiosks. This is likely due to the fact
the work commute is a fixed eventandrequires little add.itional information.
Kiosks at commuter centers or other locations where d1ere is flexibility or unfamiliarity with travel have been the most successful locations for kiosks. Additionally, the kiosk must be easily seen and recognized as a provider of travel and
transportation information. Finally, the exact location of the kiosk must be chosen
to avoid glare of sun or lights on the kiosk screen.
• The kiosk must be easy to operate by those unfamiliar widl computers.
• The kiosk must respond quickly to the user's requests.
!,.

•

An on-site maintenance person can save a great deal oftime, frustration, and money.
Tnis person's responsibilities would include weekly cleaning of the machine, reload.ing printer paper, clearing printerjams, rebooting the machine when there is a
problem, and alerting the kiosk vendor when a serious problem has occurred to the
kiosk. This person would not be dedicated to d1e kiosk full time but would have a
full time job in a business located n.ear the kiosk. The individual would only work
on the kiosk after their regular job ends or when an emergency occurs. The vast
majority of the maintenance issues with other kiosk projects could be fixed by
clearing a paper jam or rebooting the machine. These problems do not require high
priced, skjlled technicians but can be better addressed by someone on-site.
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Examination of other ITlS projects also provides insig)lt into what menu items were most
often accessed by kiosk users. Commonly accessed menu items included how to get
from point A to point B using either public transit or by car, how to use the kiosk, and
transit schedules. To supplement information such as this, Dade County agencies were
surveyed to detennine what infonnation they arc most often asked by travelers. These
two sets ofinfonnation-popular menu items from other kiosk projects and infonnation
most often request by Dade travelers- were combined to fonn a menu structure for the
MPO's kiosk. 'llle various menu headings include: how to use this machine, traveling by
car, public transportation, airport, Port of Miami, commute alternatives, and tourism
information. The infonnation should be presented in multiple languages; at a minimum,
both English and Spanish should be used throughout.
Current computer and communication technology has advanced to the point where off
the shelf, general consumer quality equipment can adequately perfonn all the operations
required from the kiosk. The RFP for this kiosk stipulates both a minimum acceptable
speed for the kiosk computer and a maximum allowable delay between when a user
selects an item and when the item is displayed. The technological aspects of this kiosk
will not present a problem due to the advances in this area. There will also be accommodation for future expansion including real-time traffic camera information and magnetic
strip card readers. Additionally, the RFP stipulates kiosk components w.ill meet, and in
some cases exceed, current ADA requiremcnt·s.

Due to the lack of government funding for this effort, it will be necessary for the kiosk
project to be self-supporting. Costs will have to be offset by revenues generated through
advertising on these kiosks. However, finding a vendorwilling to take on the responsibilities of developing the kiosk software, supplying the kiosk itself, securing potential kiosk
sites, and obtaining advertising for the kiosks may be extremely difficult without some
funding. On the positive side, the Miami area is an attractive location for the advertisers

that typically advertise on kiosks (hotels, restaurants, attractions, etc.) and has the busiest
cruise port in the world. It is expected that the vendor will install at least four kiosks (plus
have this transportation information displayed on the kiosk at MIA).
The organizations will be able to, after successful negotiations, establish a public-private
partnership develop, install, and update the kiosk. Additionally, the kiosk project will
provide the best possible hardware and software design needed to make the project
successful. The MPO's ITIS project is unique in that it encompasses Metro Dade's
tremendous tourism component, and multi-modal transportation mix. It will provide a
comprehensive medium with which to inform and disseminate transportation data across
all facets including safety and congestion mitigation.
'lllerefore, the biggest challenge facing this kiosk project will be finding a vendor willing
to provide.their services as outlined inthis report. The menu itemsand information to be

displayed on the kiosk have already been suggested, along with the best locations for the
kiosks, necessary hardware~ kiosk physical appearance, opening screen appearance, and

a long list of suggested operating parameters that will ensure a successful kiosk project.
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• Appendix A.
Metro Dade Transit Agency's Preliminary
Kiosk Advertising Guidelines
ADVERTISING AGREEMENT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
RATES

I. Advertising rates specified on tile Rate Schedule shall be applicable only for the tenn
oftheAdvertisingAgreement.
2

Published multi-monthly and annual advertising rates apply only to display periods of
consecutive months.

3

Retail Advertising rates ~>-pecified in the Rate Schedule are not subject to an agency
commission.

4

MDTA reserves the right to revise rates, terms, and specifications in the current rate
schedule. Barter or trade will not be accepted by MOTA.

PAYMI!'l•<TS
I. Payment for the entire term of the AS)'eemeut is due in advance unless a payment
schedule is approved by MDTA.
2. Any bill rendered to the Advertiser shall be conclusive as to the correctness of the
items therein set forth and shall constitute an amount stated, unless objection is m.ade
in writing by the Advertiser within thirty (30) days oftbe due date.
TERMINATION AND ASSIGNMENT

-

I. Advertiser may terminate Adv~singAS)'Cement upon thirty (30) days written notice.
2. MOTA shall have the right to terminate Advertising Agreement for conven.ience,
with thirty (30) days written notice to the Advertiser.
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3. MDTA shall have the right to terminate Adve1tising Agreement without advance
notice upon default by Advertiser or violation of any provision of the Advertising
Agreement by the Advertiser. Waiver by the County ofany specific violation ofthe
Advertising Agreement shall not prejudice the rights of the County with respect to
any violation(s) not specifically waived by the County.
4. Loss ofadvertising service as a result of fire, tlood, riots, strikes. shortages of materials. orders of government, failure of transportation, acts of God, or other causes
beyond control of MD'lA shall not constitute a violation of the Advertising Agreement. The agreement will be suspended during the period of inability to pe-rform and
the terms extended for a like period. The Advertiser shall be entitled to a pro rata
credit or an equitable extension oft he Agree-ment tenn.
5. This Advertising Agreement is not assignable·without written consent of MDTA, nor
may the subject ofthe advertising be changed without the written consent ofMDTA.

ADVERTISING MATERIAL

I. MDTA retains all rights of ownership to all advertisements designed or created by
MOTA. MOTA will charge a $20 hourly fcc to the advertiser for the preparation of
art work. The Advertiser grants to MDTA a non-exclusive license to publish all
camera-ready advertisements. MOTA shall not be required to return ads and/or ad
material to the Advertiser. MOTA shall not be responsible for any damaged or lost
ads. copy, drawing, art or any other materials.

A.PPROVALAND PROPRIETY OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL
I. MOTA reserves the right to approve all advertising, exhibit material, or announce·
ments and their manner of presentation, which approval shall not be unreasonably
withheld.

2. No advertising of a politically or socially embarrassing subject shall be allowed.
3. No advertising material or announcement shall be accepted by MDTA for display in
the Busway kiosks which to the knowledge of MDTA:
a. is false, misleading or deceptive:
b. is clearly defamatory or is likel)' to be held up to scorn or ridicule by any person
or groups of persons;
c. isobscene or pornographic;
d. advocates imminent lawlessness or unlawful violent action;
e-. is any combination ofthe foregoing.
4. MDTA reserves the right to reject any advertisement for any reason.
5. MDTA shall have the right to deny the use of any Busway kiosk advertising space
for any material which it re-asonably determines is objectionable.

so
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6. Advertisements of a political or editorial nature are prohibited. MOTA, in its sole
discretion, shall have !he right to acceptor reject any Advertising Agreement. Additionally, MDTA reserves the right to revise or alter any advertisement. No change in

advertising copy will be made without the Advertiser's prior consent. A full refund
will be issued if the ad is rejected.
7.

Unless ot)J.~rwise stated in the Advertising Agreement, the Advertiser shall furnish
and deliver to the designated service location, at no cost to MOTA and at least ten
(10) days in advance of the commencement of the display period, all required advertising materials. IftheAdvertiser's camera-ready ad is not received by the specified
date, MDTA shall have !he right to leave the allocated advertising space vacant or to
use substitute copy of the Advertiser shall pay for such use of the allocated displays.
Other delays in placement of advert.isements or deletions of advertising space, caused
by MDTA, shall not constitute a violation of the Advertising Agreement but the
Advertiser shall be entitled to a pro rata credit or an equitable extension of!he term of
service.

INDEMNIFICATION
I. The Advertiser shall indemnitY and hold MOTA and the County harmless from any
and all claims, ljability,losses, and causes ofaction including attorney's fees which
may arise out of performance oftl1is Agreement, unless such claim, liability, loss, or

cause of action is occasioned by the sole negligence of MOTA/the County. The
Advertiser shall pay all claims and losses of any nature whatsoever in connection
therewith, and shall defend all litigation in the name of MDTNtl1e County when
applicable, including appellate proceedings, and shall pay all costs, j udgments, and
attorney's fees which may issue thereon.

NOTICES
I. AU advertising and notices permitted or required by this Agreement shall be addressed to the following:

Marketing Division/Advertising
Metro-Dade Transit Agency
6601N.W. 72"' Avenue
Miami, FL33166
2. The laws of the State ofl' lorida and all other applicable laws, regulations, and guidelines shall govern herein.
3. TI1e County is an equal opportunity employer and affirms that all applicants for
employment and all employees during employment are treated without regard to
race., color, age, sex, religion, or natural origin.
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4. This cont ract has been reduced to writing and has been executed first by the Advertiser and afterward.s by MDTA. It contains all of the agreements and representations
of the parties hereto, and no representation or promise not set forth in this agreement
shall affect the obligation ofeither party from compliance with the terms and conditions ofthis agreement.
The party signing this Agreement on behalf of the Advertiser guarantees that he/she
has fulJ power and authority to enter into and perform this Agreement and has been
properly authorized to do so.
This Agreement shall cover only advertising of the firm sig~1ing d1e Agreement and is
not assignable by the Advertiser. If the Advertiser contracts with any advertising
agency or other agent, the Advertiser remains obligated to pay MOTA for all advertising purchases.
This Agreement is subject to acceptance by the County.
PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN TWO COPIES OF TffiS AGREEMENT.
Authorization to display advertising on Metro-Dade Transit's Busway kiosks:
·Addendum:
Kiosk(s)
Cost per un.it (Cluster)
Total Cost _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6months
12mont hs _ _ _ __ _
Starting Date:
Ending Date: _ _ _ __
Signature:

OFFICEUSEONLY
Account# _ __

Date:- - - - - -{.lr./u$1 b~ sigMd by l'rin.cipal ofFirm)

Title:
Company:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _City/State!Zip: ____________

------------------------------------------Fax:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone:
Signature:

Date:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
(Sales RcprosMratiw)

Accepted by:
METRO-DADE TRANSIT AGENCY
Signaturc: _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _~Date:_ __ _ __ _ _ __
(Director or designee)
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